
Originally authored on February 10, 2021; the Biden administration has already ushered in significant change, and more is coming. 
Based on President Biden’s announced priorities and nominations these changes are likely to include increased regulations for financial 
institutions. From large public companies and Wall Street firms to community banks and credit unions, financial institutions are likely 
to be a major target for increased regulation and enforcement actions. Regulators are likely to enforce consumer protection laws more 
aggressively with more money returned to investors and consumers in the way of remediation and disgorgement.  Policies, procedures, 
and disclosures will be more heavily scrutinized as well.  Financial institutions should ensure they are prepared for these coming 
regulatory and enforcement changes.

Takeaways from President Biden’s First Day Actions and other Early Announcements
Among President Biden’s first-day executive orders is a presidential memo entitled “Modernizing Regulatory Review.”1  The memo 
reiterates President Biden’s previously announced major priorities: the COVID-19 pandemic, the economy, racial inequality and 
climate change. It then states:

It is the policy of my Administration to mobilize the power of the Federal Government to rebuild our Nation and 
address these and other challenges. As we do so, it is important that we evaluate the processes and principles that 
govern regulatory review to ensure swift and effective Federal action.
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The memo directs the director of the Office of Management and Budget, in consultation with representatives of executive departments 
and agencies, to produce a set of recommendations for improving and modernizing regulatory review. The order further states,  
“[r]egulations that promote the public interest are vital for tackling national priorities.” 

Based on this order and other announced and anticipated changes, financial institutions should expect and start preparing for a marked 
increase in regulatory scrutiny. The extent of financial regulation is historically an area of disagreement between the centrist and 
progressive wings of the Democratic Party.2  Based on the announced and anticipated nominations to lead the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, it appears President Biden is trying to 
find consensus with both wings of the Democratic Party. Some more moderate nominees have been announced but more progressive 
candidates are also being nominated. We review these major nominees, and the anticipated regulatory changes and priorities they will 
bring to the agencies, more thoroughly below.

Candidate for SEC Chairman Could Lead to More Aggressive Regulation
President Biden has selected Gary Gensler to lead the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Wall Street Journal responded to the 
news by stating that Mr. Gensler “could give Wall Street its most aggressive regulator in two decades.”3  It is anticipated that the SEC will 
have a heavier focus on pursuing enforcement actions against major corporations and Wall Street firms. 

The SEC already collected more money on enforcement actions in 2020 than it had in its history — this despite having the lowest 
number of enforcement actions.4  The SEC collected just under $4.7 billion in total during the fiscal year ending September 30, 2020, 
an all-time high. The $4.7 billion collected was boosted by a record-setting nearly $3.6 billion in disgorgement fees, which includes 
prejudgment interest. The remaining balance of the $4.7 billion was made up of $1.1 billion in penalties, which fell slightly year over year 
and was the second lowest level seen in the six years tracked by the report. The median amount of money order in 2020 was $532,860.

Against this backdrop, it is anticipated that under President Biden’s administration, the SEC will launch an active rulemaking agenda, 
reverse the Trump administration’s regulations, and increase its enforcement and inspections programs.5 

Mr. Gensler appears to fit this new agenda. He is a former chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission during the 
Obama administration, Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions and Undersecretary for Domestic Finance for the Department of 
Treasury in the Clinton administration, and worked for nearly twenty years as a Goldman Sachs banker. At the CFTC he helped tighten 
oversight of complex financial transactions and had a reputation as an aggressive, tough regulator of big banks.6  He is supported 
by incoming Banking Chairman Senator Sherrod Brown. Mr. Gensler is currently a professor of economics and management at MIT’s 
Sloan School of Management.

It is anticipated that the SEC will be much more active and aggressive. Banks and investment firms will likely see much stricter regulations 
and an increase in fines and penalties, after what was already a record-setting year in 2020. It is believed that private-equity firms and 
hedge funds will see increased regulation as well, especially in relationship to smaller investors. Cybersecurity and operational risks will 
be emphasized by the SEC across the board.

Likely Head of OCC Viewed as More Moderate Choice
In contrast to the pick of Mr. Gensler to lead the SEC, President Biden has likely chosen Michael Barr to head the Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency. The other leading candidate was law professor Mehrsa Baradaran, who was preferred by the progressive wing of the 
Democratic Party. The choice of Mr. Barr is viewed as a more moderate pick by President Biden and it is believed that Mr. Barr will not be 
as active of a regulator.

Under the Obama administration, Mr. Barr served as the Treasury Department’s Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions and was a key 
deputy of former Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner.7  In that role, Mr. Barr helped draft Dodd-Frank and its creation of the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau. He also helped in the implementation of programs designed to help homeowners avoid foreclosure after 
the 2008 recession. Since leaving the Treasury Department, Mr. Barr joined the advisory board of cryptocurrency company Ripple Labs — 
a position he has since left. He is currently a law professor and dean at the University of Michigan Ford School of Public Policy.

Although Mr. Barr has previously been critical of the Trump administration’s steps to ease rules for big banks, he is viewed as a more 
moderate pick by President Biden, as opposed to Ms. Baradaran.8  Mr. Barr previously opposed a stricter version of the Volcker Rule and 
some have viewed him as being resistant to more strident limitations on big banks.9
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Mr. Barr’s ties to fintech firms could also impact the future of the OCC. In addition to serving as an advisor to Ripple Labs, Mr. Barr also 
served as an advisor to the Alliance for Innovative Regulation. 

CFPB Leader Has Pushed for Stronger Penalties
It is anticipated that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau under President Biden will be much more aggressive than it was under 
the Trump administration. To that end, it is anticipated that the CFPB will move quickly to undo Trump administration policies and move 
more aggressively in pursuing consumer protections.10  This includes an increase in investigations and enforcement actions, particularly 
with respect to pandemic-related claims and discriminatory actions by financial institutions.11  

President Biden recently announced that he has picked Rohit Chopra to lead the CFPB. Mr. Chopra previously served as an assistant 
director of the CFPB under Richard Cordray. As such, insights can be gained from his previous work under the CFPB. The CFPB under Mr. 
Cordray extracted large civil money penalties through settlements and administrative actions, amounting to billions of dollars.12  

Mr. Chopra also served as the CFPB’s Assistant Director for Student Lending, and was named the Ombudsman for student lending at the 
CFPB. In that role, Mr. Chopra was point person for activities with the entire student loan market — origination, servicing, debt collection 
and debt relief. Mr. Chopra worked with the CFPB’s enforcement division on cases targeting for-profit colleges, student loan servicers and 
debt relief providers.

Mr. Chopra is currently a commissioner at the Federal Trade Commission. During his FTC tenure, Mr. Chopra has criticized what he 
believed to be settlement terms that were too favorable to the industry. He drafted separate statements expressing his wish that the FTC 
had taken stronger action in a variety of cases. For example, he and another Democrat on the FTC objected to a 2019 settlement in which 
Facebook agreed to pay $5 billion over a probe into the Facebook’s privacy violations.  In his Dissenting Statement, Mr. Chopra stated 
that the settlement imposed no meaningful changes to the company, criticized the $5 billion settlement as too small and expressed his 
desire for tougher penalties.13  

Under the Biden administration, it is likely that the CFPB will be more active and aggressive, and that enforcement actions will be more 
costly and heavily publicized.14  Lending practices are likely to see increased scrutiny and be a major area of focus. 

Preparing for Increased Regulatory Actions, Enforcement and Penalties
With the announcements of these new regulatory heads and the other announcements regarding President Biden’s priorities, financial 
institutions should ensure they are prepared for increased regulatory actions. Banks, credit unions, funds and investment advisors should 
review their written policies and procedures to ensure they are updated and being followed against actual company functions and 
operations. Financial institutions should be aware of the shifts in enforcement and administration priorities, especially the emphasis on 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the economy, racial inequality and climate change.  Boards of directors should calibrate risk accordingly. 

Companies should also ensure their disclosures are accurate. It is anticipated that there will be heightened focus on environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) disclosures. The SEC’s Investor Advisory Committee was already calling for increased information and disclosure on 
ESG-related issues in May 2020.15  The SEC had not previously addressed climate change since 2010 and only required limited line-item 
disclosure of other ESG concerns.16  Based on President Biden’s first-day orders and announced priorities, ESG-related issues are expected 
to be a top priority of the SEC and other regulatory agencies. 

Companies and boards should also take additional precautions regarding adherence to financial reporting standards. This is 
especially true regarding COVID-19-related issues and issues around fair staffing. Coordination between Compliance and HR 
departments will be critical.

Finally, companies should ensure they have proper D&O and E&O coverage in place. Policy terms should be reviewed to ensure they are 
providing for the strongest coverage in an event of a claim or investigation. Limits should also be evaluated to ensure they reflect the 
anticipated increase in regulatory enforcement actions and higher penalties. Many “off the shelf” insurance policies will contain limited 
coverages and companies should partner with a seasoned broker to negotiate the best terms and conditions on the market to obtain 
the broadest coverage in the event of a regulatory action or investigation. All D&O policies contain the same basic language in that they 
provide coverage for loss arising from claims first made against insureds during the policy period for wrongful acts. However, the way 
these individual terms are defined within the policy is critical as the precise wording of the definitions will dictate at what stage of a 
regulatory action or investigation the policy coverage is triggered — and, critically, what costs the policy will cover.
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Our experts at NFP are well versed in these issues. Partnering with an experienced financial institutions broker that has deep 
industry and product expertise, the ability to identify ways to insure risks, and the knowledge and tenacity to negotiate the best 
terms and conditions is critical. 

For more information, please contact Lauren Kim at lauren.kim@nfp.com.
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